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juniper certification there are many options for juniper certification. each certification is designed to test a specific skill set, and each costs a different amount. the jncia-junos certification, presented in this course, is the most affordable option, and it tests your knowledge of juniper networks products in an environment that is very similar to your day-to-day environment. the juniper jncia-
junos exam is a good place to start, and will prepare you for the more expensive jncia-junos certifications. what is juniper certification? juniper certification refers to the certification process that juniper networks uses to test the knowledge and skills of employees who work in network administration. juniper certification tests a lot of different skills, and is divided into a number of different
types of certifications. the most popular juniper certification is the jncia-junos certification, which is an entry-level certification that focuses on the juniper j series of routers and firewalls. the jncia-junos certification is the most affordable juniper certification, and it tests candidates' knowledge of how to configure, monitor and maintain juniper networks. the juniper jncia-junos certification
tests your knowledge of network architecture and protocols, as well as how to configure, monitor and maintain the juniper devices that you use. this certification tests a large set of topics, including network protocols such as tcp/ip, ipv4 and ipv6, and interfaces such as the routing information protocol and the interior gateway protocol. it also tests how to configure the juniper router and

firewall, using a number of configuration tools and the junos os.
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